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0. Setting the scene 
GABRIEL proved that the category mentioned in the title is abelian 
[2, Th. 1, p. I-14]. This result was later incorporated in more general 
work of GROTHENDIECK on group schemes [4, Cor. 7.4, pp. 212-17], an 
account of which can be found in [3, exp. VIA, p. 29]. As is customary 
with this author, he uses quite a variety of sophisticated techniques, 
in particular "fidelement plat quasi-compact" topology. Hence there 
seems room for a demonstration of the easier result which uses only 
elementary methods. We present here a modified version of Gabriel's 
proof, which never appeared in print. 
We do not claim that our proof makes matters obvious at a glance. 
We have, however, made an effort to point out the crucial steps in the 
argument (the duality in section 2, Proposition (3.2), the rather technical 
Lemma (4.1)). We could not avoid appealing to the splitting theorem 
which holds over an algebraically closed or perfect field, but in keeping 
with the spirit of this paper, we sketch in section 6 a proof for the simpler 
first case which circumvents the use of Cohen subalgebras needed for 
perfect fields [2]. Finally, we feel that certain features of our proof, in 
particular Theorem (3.1) concerning epimorphisms of commutative rings, 
may be of interest in other contexts. 
1. The theorem 
All rings will be commutative with identity element, which is preserved 
by their homomorphisms. For any field k, we write Abk and Fk for the 
categories of resp. all finite dimensional k-vector spaces and all finite 
k-algebras; morphisms in Fk are denoted by RHomk(-,- ). Let Bk be 
the category of cocommutative cogroup objects in Fk. This is defined 
as the dual of the full subcategory 8~ of Hom( Fk, Ab) which consists of 
all representable functors Fk --+ Ab. The objects of Bk are called k-bialgebras 
and their morphisms are written BHomk(-,- ). These notations agree 
with [5, Ch. I], where a more explicit description of bialgebras can be 
found and to which we refer for background material. 
Clearly, Bk is an additive category. In fact, we have 
Theorem 1, (Gabriel): For any field k, the category Bk 1s abelian. 
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We prove this by successively establishing 
AB1: Every morphism in Bk has a kernel and a cokernel; 
F3: Every monomorphism in Bk is a kernel (Bk is normal); 
(F3)0 : Every epimorphism in Bk is a cokernel (Bk is conormal). 
It is well known that an additive category satisfying these properties 
is abelian [1 ], [6]. 
2. ABl 
For commutative rings or k-algebras with identity, the tensor product 
is the fibred sum. Since the fibred sum of cogroup objects is represented 
by the fibred sum of the objects representing the functors, it is clear 
that fibred sums (and hence cokernels) exist in Bk. 
If E represents a cogroup object in Fk (we write E E Bk), the k-vector 
space ED=Homk(E, k) can be equipped with the structure of a k-bialgebra, 
and we thus obtain a duality 
DD~ld, 
cf. [5, 1.2]; ED is called the linear, Cartier or Gabriel dual of E. This 
duality shows that fibred products also exist in Bk, and hence kernels. 
Thus Bk satisfies ABI. 
Forgetting some structure, notice that D is also a duality on Abk, and 
therefore carries injective bialgebra morphisms into surjections and 
surjective ones into injections. 
Actually, we could also have constructed kernels explicitly. With 
u E BHomk(E, F), consider the two composite maps 
E __ B_E ___ 
(for notation, see [5, 1.2]). One shows that the difference kernel G of 
these, considered in RHomk(E, E ®F), has the structure of a k-bialgebra 
and that the embedding G ~ E equals ker u. 
3. Epimorphisms of rings 
An epimorphism of rings need not be a surjective map, as is seen from 
the example Z ~ Q in the category of commutative rings. However, we 
shall show that in· the finite case this phenomenon does not arise. 
Observe first that calling a morphism u: E ~ F epic in a category, 
is saying that the commutative square 
u E------>-F 
u l )'· 
F-----+F 
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is cocartesian, i.e. F ~ F EEF. Hence a homomorphism of rings u: E -+ F 
is epic (and the same holds for bialgebras) iff 
F E ®EF u®l_.. F ®EF 
is an isomorphism of rings. 
A homomorphism E -+ F of rings is called finite if it makes F into 
a finitely generated E-module. We shall only need a special case of the 
following 
Theorem (3.1): In the category of commutative rings, every finite 
epimorphism is surjective. 
Proof. Let u: E-+ F be a homomorphism of rings. Consider u as 
an E-linear map and put M = coker u. Tensoring with F yields an exact 
sequence of E-modules 
E ®EF u®l_ F ®EF M ®EF 0. 
Assuming u to be an epimorphism of rings, we know u ® l to be an 
isomorphism. Hence M ®EF = 0 and so is its homomorphic image 
M ®EM. For every maximal idealm<EwethushaveMm ®EmMm =0. 
Now suppose the ring homomorphism u is finite, i.e. M is a finitely 
generated E-module. This is then also true of Mm as a module over the 
local ring Em, and we can apply Nakayama to see that Mm=O for all m. 
Consequently M = 0 and the map u is surjective. This finishes the proof. 
We do not know what the situation is for non-commutative rings. 
Corollary (3.2): In Bk, epimorphisms are surjective and mono-
morphisms injective. The category 8" is balanced, i.e. bimorphisms 
(monic epimorphisms) are isomorphisms. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the theorem, since epi-
morphisms in 8" are also epic in the category of commutative rings, 
as we observed above. We now use the remarks on the duality Din section 2 
to establish that monomorphisms are injective. Injective surjections are 
evidently isomorphisms, therefore 8" is balanced. 
4. F3 for local bialgebras 
If E E Bk, we write IE for the augmentation ideal, i.e. the ideal mapped 
to 0 by the augmentation eE: E -+ k. The following fact is well known. 
Lemma {4.1): For every x E IE, BE(x) = (x ® 1 + 1 ® x) mod (IE® IE)· 
Proof. Since (eE 0 1)o8E=1E, the element BE(x)-x ® 1-l 0 x of 
E ® E is mapped to 0 by eE ® land is therefore in IE ® E. By symmetry, 
it is also in E ® IE, hence in the intersection IE 0 IE. 
Proposition {4.2): Let u: A>-+ E be a monomorphism in 8". If E 
is a local ring, then u is normal, i.e. u ~ ker(coker u). 
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Proof. Arrange v=coker u and w=ker v in a diagram 
A ~~ E __ v _ _,.,. 0 
·.. /' 
·~ /w 
B 
and factor u through w. Since V=coker u, we have 0 ~ k 0AE ~ EflAE. 
Monomorphisms in Bk being injective by (3.2), we may treat them as 
inclusions, obtaining IA C IB C IAE=lA(k+lE)=lA +lAIE. Thus IB= 
=lA +lB n I AlE. Proceeding by induction, we shall prove that 
IA +lB n l":J_IE remains constant for n= l, 2, .... Now IA, being contained 
in the maximal ideal IE of the local Artin ring E, is nilpotent. This means 
IB=IA and u is equivalent to w, hence u=ker v. 
To this end, let lXI, ••• ,tXt be a minimal set of generators for theE-ideal 
l":J_E, n;;;. l. Then l":J_Efl":J_IE is a vector space over the field k=E/IE and, 
by Nakayama, the residue classes ci1, ..• , cit constitute a k-basis of this 
space. 
Pick f3 E lB n l":J_IE, then f3=L£XtXt with Xt E IE. Using (4.1), we write 
BE(/3) =BB(/3) ={3 0 1 + 1 0 f3 +~, with ~ E IB 0 lB, 
8E(1Xt)=8A(1Xi}=1Xi 0 1+1 0 1Xi+1Ji, with r]i E]A 0 ]A and 
BE(Xt) = Xi 0 1 + l 0 Xt +yi, with Yi. E IE 0 IE. 
Since BE is a ring homomorphism, we have BE(/3) = EsE(1Xi)BE(Xt), from 
which we derive 
-L(1Xi 0 Xi)=L(1Xt, 0 1)yt,+E[(l 0 1Xt,)(Xt, 0 1+yt)+r]t,8E(Xt,)]-~. 
Now E(tXt 0 1)yi. E l"~.JE 0 E and, as IB C IAE, all other terms on the 
right are contained in E 0 IAE. Taking residue classes mod (l":J_IE 0 E+ 
+E 0 IAE), we see that Eat, 0 Xt,=O EEfl":tlE 0 EflAE. The cii being 
linearly independent over k, this implies Xi= 0 and Xi E I AE for all i. 
Hence f3 E lB n lr:t+1E. This shows that 
lA+lB n l":J_lE=lA+lB n ]'A_+l]E, finishing the proof. 
5. Extension of the base field 
In order to prove F3 in general, we need to consider the structure of 
Bk for a favourably chosen field K (algebraically closed, or at least perfect) 
and then compare with our original Bk. The second part is carried out 
in this section. 
Let k C K be fields. We define a functor - K/k = - K: Abk ~ Ab K in 
the usual manner: EK=E 0kK. If E is a k-bialgebra, this confers on 
EK the structure of a K-bialgebra, and we obtain a functor which we 
also denote by - K: Bk ~ BK. This is an additive functor with the following 
properties: 
a) It commutes with fibred sums, hence with cokernels and epi-
morphisms. Indeed, (x 0 y)tX I-+ (x 0 IX) 0 (y 0 1) defines a morphism in 
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BK from (E ®FG) ®kK to (E ®kK) ®(F®kK)(G ®kK) and one checks 
that an inverse morphism is defined by (x ® {3) ® (y ® y) ~ (x ® y){Jy. 
b) It commutes with the duality D: (ED)K::::;: (EK)D [5, Prop. 2.9] 
and consequently 
c) It commutes with fibred sums, hence with kernels and mono-
morphisms. 
d) It is faithful, i.e. EK ~ K only if E ~ k. 
In short, - K: Bk--+ BK is a faithful, exact (preserves kernels and cokernels), 
additive functor. 
Proposition (5.1): If BK is an abelian category, so is Bk. 
Proof. Since Bk is balanced (3.2) and satisfies AB1, this is an instance 
of the following general fact, a proof of which is left to the reader as 
an easy exercise in categorical nonsense. 
Lemma (5.2): Let C be a balanced, additive category satisfying AB1 
and Dan abelian category. Suppose there exists an exact, faithful, additive 
functor T: C --+ D. Then C is abelian. 
6. Local and reduced bialgebras 
We denote by Bk,loc the full subcategory of Bk consisting of all local 
k-bialgebras. Any E E Bk can be decomposed into E=E1 x E2 ... x Et 
(ring direct sum) with Ei local rings. By suitable cloice of indices we 
achieve that IE=IE1 x E2 ... x Et where IE1 is the maximal ideal of E1. 
Write Ezoc=E~, the local component of E; it turns out that this has the 
structure of a k-bialgebra. In fact, we have 
Lemma (6.1): A functor L: Bk--+ Bk,Zoc is defined by putting 
L(E) =Ezoc· The projection E--+ Ezoc is a morphism in Bk and it makes 
L into a left adjoint of the embedding Bk,loc --+ Bk. 
Proof. We must first equip Ezoc with the structure of a bialgebra. 
The only point which needs explaining is the construction of 
Szoc: Ezoc --+ Ezoc ® Ezoc from s: E --+ E ® E. To this purpose, consider the 
decreasing chain of ideals IE ~ I~ ~ . . . in the Artin ring E, which is 
stationary. Choose n such that I');= I');+l= .... Clearly Ezoc=EJI');. For 
x EI');=I~", we have s(x) E (E ® I');+I'); ®E), hence Szoc is well defined 
by taking residue classes. It also follows that E--+ Ezoc is a morphism 
in Bk. The other statements are straightaway checked. 
A ring is called reduced if it has no nilpotent elements. We denote 
by Bk,red the full subcategory of Bk consisting of all reduced k-bialgebras. 
For any ring E we write Erea=EJN, where N is the nilradical of E. 
Lemma (6.2): If the field K is perfect, and EEBk, then Ered has 
the structure of a K-bialgebra. A functor R: BK--+ BK,red is defined by 
putting R(E) = Ered· The residue class map E --+ Ered is a morphism in 
BK and it makes R into a left adjoint of the embedding BK,red --+ BK. 
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For the proof see [5, Lemma l.l ]. The operative fact is that the tensor 
product of reduced algebras over a perfect field is again reduced. We need 
this only for algebraically closed K, and there it is obvious. 
Over an arbitrary field k, let E E Bk,loc and F E Bk,red· It is easily seen 
[5, Lemma 2.10] that BHomk(E, F)=O=BHomk(F, E). 
Proposition (6.3): Let K be a perfect field. For all E E Bk, the 
morphism E--+ Eloc E Erea defined by the previous lemmas is an iso-
morphism, making the category BK split into the direct sum of BK,loc 
and BK,red· 
A proof can be found in [2, p. I-ll] and [5, Prop. 2.14]. For K 
algebraically closed we sketch a more elementary demonstration. Let 
E = E1 x ... x Et be a decomposition into local rings Ei. If K is algebraically 
closed, we know that Ereac::=:K x ... x K (t times) and the group 
RHomK(E, K) has t elements. For every f E RHomK(E, K) we define 
i: E --+E by 
f=(E-8----. EQ9E~---. K®E~---. E); 
it follows from the definition that E =IE and that for f, g E RHomK(E, K), 
f+g=fog; hence f is a ring isomorphism. Evidently eof=f; applying this 
to the t distinct elements of RHomK(E, K) we obtain that E1 c:::::: Et as 
K -algebras. Thus E c:::::: E1 x ... x E1. On the other hand 
Eloc E Ered C:::::: E1 0 (K X ••• X K). 
It is then easily seen that E--+ Eloc E Ered is an isomorphism. 
7. Conclusion 
We now pick up the thread of our argument. By (5.1) it is enough to 
show BK is an abelian category for some field K containing k; choose K = Tc, 
the algebraic closure of k. We only need to prove F3 for BK and then 
(F3)0 follows by duality. The category BK,rea is anti-equivalent with the 
category of finite abelian groups, cf. [2, p. I-12] or [5, Lemma 2.16], 
which is abelian. Hence BK,rea satisfies F3. Now observe that subobjects 
and quotient objects of a local bialgebra are again in BK,loc; therefore (4.2) 
shows that BK,loc satisfies F3. This is then equally true of BK and 
Theorem l is proved. It follows that BK,loc is also abelian. 
We conclude by showing that Bk does not split as in Prop. (6.3) unless 
k is perfect. Over any non-perfect field k we shall exhibit an E E Bk, 
such that E--+ Eloc does not admit a section in Bk. 
For E E Bk we write Esep=ker(E--+ Eloc). The sequence 
k --+ Esep --+ E --+ Eloc --+ k 
in the abelian category Bk is exact and remains so after base field extension. 
Since (Ezoc)K c::=: (EK)zoc, we know that this sequence splits over any perfect 
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field K :J k, and hence (Esep)K= (EK)red· This shows that Esep is a separable 
k-algebra, i.e. Esep ®1c K is reduced for all K :J k, cf. [7, Prop. 2, p. 413]. 
Let a be an element of the non-perfect field k of characteristic p=O 
such that a11P ¢ k. We choose E=k[e, •] subject to eP=e and .,;P+ae=O. 
Define s(e) =s(.,;) = 0, i(e) =-e. i(•) = -•, s(e) =e 0 1 + 1 0 e, s(.,;) =• 0 1 + 
+ 1 0.,; and check that E becomes a k-bialgebra in this way. Clearly 
IE=(e,•)E, and l"iJ=eE for n>p, hence Ezoc=EfeE. Moreover k[e] is 
a sub-bialgebra of E such that coker(k[e] ~ E)=EfeE, thus k[e]= 
=Esep by F3. 
Now we show that the exact sequence in B1c 
k ~ k[e] ~E ~EfeE ~ k 
does not split. Choose K =k(a11P). Suppose cp, tp: (EfeE)K ~ EK are two 
morphisms in BK such that nKocp=id=nKotp; then cp-tp factors through 
K[e] C EK and hence cp=tp, (EfeE)K being local and K[e] reduced. 
We write a=n(•) and define cp: (EfeE)K ~ EK by putting cp(a) =•+a11Pe; 
obviously cp is a section for nK, and one easily shows cp is a morphism 
in BK. Since (•+a11Pe) ¢ E, there does not exist a k-algebra homo-
morphism x: EfeE ~ E such that XK=cp. Because cp is unique this means 
n admits no section in B1c, which establishes the example. 
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